
 

Dhoom 2, a film produced by Aditya Chopra, is the sequel to Dhoom (2004). The film was written by Vijay Krishna Acharya
and directed by Sanjay Gadhvi. It stars Abhishek Bachchan in the role of "Jai Dixit" (in his 100th film) and Uday Chopra as
"Ali Khan". Other co-stars include Katrina Kaif, Hrithik Roshan, Bipasha Basu and Asin Thottumkal. The film is the first
Indian movie to be released in Dolby Atmos. Bollywood stars Abhishek, Katrina Kaif, Bipasha Basu and Hrithik Roshan will
also be celebrating by adorning their feet with the designer hosiery collection. The accessory designers have created a collection
of hosiery exclusively for the stars to wear.[28] According to reports, Katrina will sport black hosiery from the Royal Silk range
by Provogue while Bipasha will sport nude colored hosiery by Provogue that is embroidered with flowers. Asin Thottumkal has
been dressed in cream colored hosiery by Provogue that is embellished with floral patterns. Abhishek will step out in white
hosiery by Provogue. Bipasha will sport black hosiery by Provogue with embroidered flower patterns. Hrithik will walk out in
white hosiery. Cool Runnings star Phil Chun, who was the former brand ambassador of Provogue is appearing as the
choreographer of the hosiery collection. He has revealed that he has chosen the models based on their figures and their age
group. The hosiery range for women by Provogue is priced at Rs 1,000 per pair while men's hosiery ranges from Rs 2,200 per
pair. Synopsis : After the events in the first film, the cops are searching for Jai. The police eventually find Jai and arrest him and
he is sentenced to 3 years in prison. 3 Years later: Jai returns from Jail and is welcomed by Ali Khan, who informs him that "Mr.
X" might be back. Ali takes Jai to the warehouse where they find a new bike on display as well as a new pendant containing a
spinning top as an emblem on it, giving them an idea of who "Mr. X" could be after 3 years of not seeing him. Jai then sees a
VCD in Ali's drawer which contains footage of the explosions in the past. Jai learns that Mr. X is an arms dealer, aka illegal
arms trader with connections in Sri Lanka. Jai informs Ali that he wants to go back to India, so Ali decides to help him get
there. Meanwhile, Mr. X sends his boss Kohli to retrieve his bike from Asia which happens to be parked in Asia. Kohli shoots
Asia after getting the bike and takes Asia's bike instead of his own bike, leading Asia to investigate what happened with Kohli.
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